Evaluation of Geographical Information System and Intelligent Prediction of Solar Energy
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Abstract: - On-site data records of solar radiation are required for environmentalists and engineers to establish any project related to solar electric power generator systems. Often existing meteorological observing systems provide such required data, however, they suffer from limited coverage areas which hinders many geographical locations with no data. Therefore, a smart and accurate system is required to predict solar radiation. This paper presents a comparison between two solar energy prediction systems that use geographical information system and neural networks to determine daily global solar irradiation in Nicosia, Cyprus. The experimental results show that the use of GIS in prediction of solar radiation, can be successfully used in real life applications.
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1 Introduction

The Global Demand for electricity is increased rapidly, due to many factors the most important are the rapid increase in population, rising standards of living, and used the electric energy in many new applications such as public transportation consequently, increasing the environmental degradation [1].

Generally, using artificial neural networks as an estimation tool has proved its efficiency in predicting different parameters using other indirectly related parameters; via estimating their non-linear relationship. An example of such parameters includes climatological and meteorological parameters which are important in indicating the amount of solar radiation in a selected region. Therefore, using an artificial neural network (ANN) can be invaluable in determining the effects of meteorological parameters and finally prediction of solar radiation [2].

The use of a Geographical Information System (GIS) in analyzing the feasibility of solar energy through solar radiation can be realized by using analysis tools such as the ArcGIS Spatial Analyst extension, which enables us to map and analyze the effects of the sun over a geographic area for specific time periods. The resultant outputs can be easily integrated with other GIS data and can help in modeling physical and biological processes [3].

The use of traditional prediction method and ANN of techniques in solar energy prediction has been addressed by few research works. For example, in [1] the authors used GIS output parameters as an input parameters for ANN prediction system, three schemes are used to validate the best schemes for solar energy prediction in Nicosia, Cyprus [4], ANNs were used to determine the theoretical potential of solar irradiation in Indonesia and visualize the solar irradiation by province as solar map for the entire of Indonesia. Their data, which was used for training and testing the ANN model, was based on geographical and meteorological data from 25 locations obtained from NASA database. In another recent work [5], the authors suggested the use of an ANN to predict the daily GSR under clear sky conditions at any location on a horizontal surface; based on meteorological variables. The various parameters such as earth skin temperature, relative humidity (simply humidity), date and month of the year were used to estimate the daily GSR. In [6], global solar irradiation was estimated from global horizontal irradiation using an ANN to realize this conversion. In [7], an ANN was used to provide a 24-hour prediction of solar energy irradiance. In [8], a feasibility study of using an
ANN model for the prediction of solar energy potential in Africa was presented. In [2], an ANN was used for predicting solar global radiation based on using climatological variables in the locations where no direct measurement equipment was available. In [9], ANN models were suggested for estimating and modeling daily global solar radiation, the input parameters used in this work included: the air temperature, relative humidity, sunlight duration and day of year. In [10], ANN models were also used for the estimation of solar radiation in Turkey. Meteorological and geographical data (latitude, longitude, altitude, month, mean diffuse radiation and mean beam radiation) were used as input parameters. The Authors were used in [11] the following ANN algorithms: Standard multilayer, feed-forward, and back-propagation neural networks for the 12 solar radiation models with different numbers of neurons, training functions and activation functions.

In [12] the researchers developed ANN models with artificial neural network fitting tool (nftool), Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) and Generalized Regression Neural Network (GRNN) are compared. The Rapid Miner shows that clearness index, extraterrestrial radiation, latitude and longitude are least relevant input parameters and maximum temperature, minimum temperature, altitude, sunshine hour are found to be the most relevant input parameters for solar radiation prediction.

Having summarized some of the recent research works on combining solar energy prediction and artificial neural network models; it is, evident that the use of ANN models for solar energy prediction is feasible.

Therefore, we propose, in this paper, the use of a neural network model with and without GIS measured parameters together in order to validate the role of GIS in predict and estimate the solar irradiation. Our novel prediction system uses six input parameters obtained from a GIS and has one output indicating the amount of solar irradiation. As a real life implementation the proposed system is applied the solar irradiation in Nicosia the capital city of Cyprus.

2 GIS Spatial Analyst Tool and ANN

The best definition of a practical ANN is that it is a set of interconnected neurons which incrementally learn from given set of data to mimic the human brain in linear and nonlinear trends in complex data; so that it has capability to predict and adapt to new situations containing partial information. The basic computing units are neurons which perform processing the data in a neural model [13],[14]. ANNs have been used successfully for a variety of tasks; for example in, pattern recognition pattern classification, clustering, and prediction [15]-[22]. ANNs have also been implemented in various fields of mathematics, engineering, medicine, economics, meteorology, psychology, neurology, and many others [9]. The most commonly used neural model in ANN applications is the back propagation learning algorithm (BPNN) due to its implementation simplicity and proven learning and generalization capability. The BPNN algorithm was created by generalizing the Widrow-Hoff learning rule to multiple-layer networks and nonlinear differentiable transfer functions. The neural model system is usually trained until it approximates a function associating input vectors with specific output vectors [13]. The solar analyst tool in GIS can be used to provide useful information to calculate the solar energy in a region or an area where the potential of solar energy is to be evaluated [3]. The solar energy tool which we used at a location in the north of Nicosia in Cyprus is the Digital Elevation Model (DEM), with resolution of (3-ARC) downloaded from USGS. The DEM is a digital model or 3-D representation of a terrain's surface used by a GIS program in spatial analysis processing. The GIS solar analyst tool can perform solar radiation analysis for any region or specific location using two methods [3]: Area solar radiation analysis and Point solar radiation analysis the differences between these methods are the first is calculate the amount of radiant energy for a given area, and the second is calculate the amount of radiant energy for a given Locations can be stored as point features or as (x,y) coordinates.

3 Proposed Systems Design

3.1 ANN Architecture

For the simulation and implementation of our proposed prediction models, two software package were used GIS spatial analyst tool and MATLAB software. The inputs for the each system are difference, the firs model used six inputs and the second model used seven input as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively. Package data was used to train and validate the neural model predictor which was simulated using MATLAB software tool. The 3-layer neural network comprised input, hidden, and output layers. The input layer, which has six and seven neurons for model one and model respectively, is fed with climatological indicators.
such as the Month Number (M.N) and averaged values of each of the following parameters: Air Temperature (A.T), Air Pressure (A.P), Wind Speed (W.S), Sunlight Duration (S.D), Global Solar Radiation (G.S.R) and GIS program output (GISO). The hidden and output layers have 25 neurons and one neuron, respectively. The output of the prediction system represented the solar Irradiation (S.IR) in (kwh/m²/day). The transfer function used in the hidden and output layer was the sigmoid function, and the parameters of the system were altered in several experiments in order to achieve better error convergence for the neural prediction model. The topology of the solar energy prediction neural models is shown below in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

3.2 Input Database

The averages of air temperature, air pressure, and wind speed were taken from recorded data from Ercan Airport, north of Nicosia. The averages of sunlight, and global solar radiation were taken from the NASA database [23], The GIS data were taken from running a spatial analyst tool with DEM accuracy 1m. Table.1 shows a sample of climatological and solar energy data were used in this paper. The input data values require normalization prior to presenting them to the input layer of the neural network. All neural model inputs should have values between ‘0’ to ‘1’. Therefore, a simple normalization procedure was applied by automatically finding the maximum value for each input attribute set, and then dividing all values within that attribute by the obtained maximum value. Table. 2 shows the obtained maximum input attributes values, whereas, Table 3 displayed examples of normalized input values. Also, the output and desired out normalize by dividing on the greater number.

3.3 Methodology and Evaluation Method

The approach adopted in this work to train our neural system, was based on implementing two neural models which are validated in order to discover the role of GIS on performance of ANN in predication of solar irradiance. The performance evaluation of the prediction system was based on using an error analysis method in order to compare the predicted solar irradiation values with actual measured values. The three evaluation measurements comprised root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and a correlation coefficient ($R^2$). These empirical measurements, i.e. RMSE, MAPE, and $R^2$ are defined as:

$$RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (SR_{\text{estimated}} - SR_{\text{actual}})^2}{n}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$MAPE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left| \frac{SR_{\text{estimated}} - SR_{\text{actual}}}{SR_{\text{actual}}} \right|$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$R^2 = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (SR_{\text{estimated}} - SR_{\text{actual}})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (SR_{\text{actual}})^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Figure 1. The topology of the proposed neural prediction model I.

Figure 2. The topology of the proposed neural prediction model II.
Table 1. A sample of climatological and solar energy database for the year 2014. (M.N: Month Number, Av: Average value, A.T: Air Temperature, A.P: Air Pressure, W.S: Wind Speed, S.D: Sunlight Duration, G.I.S.O: GIS Output)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. Value</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.019</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14.43</td>
<td>8.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The maximum value in each numerical input of the 46 month; these values are used to normalize the input data to values between 0 and 1.

Table 3. A sample of normalized input data values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.703</td>
<td>0.307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The Final parameters of the trained BPNN prediction models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters Name</th>
<th>Model I</th>
<th>Model II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input layer Neurons</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden layer Neurons</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output layer Neurons</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random initial weight range</td>
<td>-0.3 to 0.3</td>
<td>-0.3 to 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Rate</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum Factor</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum required error</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max permitted iterations</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Experimental Results

After the Two models for solar energy prediction systems were implemented using the MATLAB software tool. The finalized design and parameters of the neural network for the two models are shown in Table 4. These neural model parameters were obtained after several experiments which aimed to find an ideal neural model design for the task of solar prediction.

The training and validation or testing of the prediction neural model, was carried out following the Two models learning and validation. Table 5, shows the obtained evaluation measurements for each models. Figures 3-4 show the obtained root mean square error, whereas Figures 5-6 show the validation data scatter graphs and correlation coefficient (R²), for the two models. Upon inspecting the values of the evaluation measurements in Table 5, we could in general conclude the suitability of using a neural network model for solar energy prediction tasks. The obtained values for the three measurements (RMSE, MAPE and R²) under the two models reflect the efficient capability of neural predictors.

When inspecting the obtained results closely, it can be noticed that model II, provided the best results according to the values of R², MAPE, and RMS; which were, respectively, 99.7%, 0.05%, and 1.6% in training, and 99.5%, 0.12%, and 2.9% in validation. The least efficient results were obtained when using Model II. Here the evaluation measurements reflected higher error in prediction; this of course is due to the divergence of the output of the Neural Network from the actual value. Figure 7 shows the relationships between the actual value and the output of the model I and Model II, it’s clear the model I gives values very close to actual values therefore, we deduce that a proposed neural network models in this paper, could be successfully used for predicting of solar energy radiation based on variable input climatological parameters and the quantity of solar irradiance at a chosen location. Model II can be considered the better architecture for predication of solar energy according to the highest correct prediction accuracy value was 99.5%, when using model I, therefore, it could be efficiently used for real life solar energy prediction.
Table 5. The obtained solar energy prediction system evaluation measurements under the two models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training indicators</th>
<th>Neural Models</th>
<th>Model I</th>
<th>Model II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training months</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation months</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Processing time (s) | 300           | 350     |
| R² (%)              | 99.18         | 99.7    |
| RMS (%)             | 2.36          | 1.6     |
| MAPE (%)            | 0.12          | 0.05    |

| Validation indicators | Processing time (s) | 0.02 | 0.04 |
|                       | R² (%)           | 98.4 | 99.5 |
|                       | RMS (%)          | 3.04 | 2.9  |
|                       | MAPE (%)         | 0.15 | 0.12 |

Figure 3. RMSE vs. Iteration learning curve in Model I

Figure 4. RMSE vs. Iteration learning curve in Model II.

Figure 5. Validation data scattering and $R^2$ (98.4) for model I.

Figure 6. Validation data scattering and $R^2$ (99.5) for model II.

Figure 7. Actual value comparison with & without GISO.
5 Conclusion

This paper presented a novel system for predicting solar energy radiation. The novelty of this work is not only in using a neural model as a predictor, but also the choice of varying climatological parameters and the implementation. The application which is presented in this paper predicts the solar radiation in the northern region of Nicosia city in Cyprus. However, our system can be equally successfully applied in different locations. The climatological parameters were obtained using a digital elevation model (DEM), with resolution of (3-ARC) downloaded from USGS. The specific parameters used in this work were the month number and averaged values of each of the following parameters: air temperature, air pressure, wind speed, sunlight duration, and global solar radiation. These parameters are fed into the neural model during the learning and validation processes. The output is the solar irradiation measured in (kwh/m²/day). The experiments used a database which spanned 46 months; this we consider as sufficient data for this task. The evaluation of the experimental results was based on three empirical measurements: the root mean square error (RMSE) of the predictor, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and a correlation coefficient ($R^2$). The highest correct prediction accuracy (98.4%) was obtained when using learning Scheme I. Under this scheme, 65.3% of the entire data was used for training the neural model, while the remaining 34.7% was used for testing or validation. This means that such a prediction system requires more climatological data during training, which is conceivable, and thus can be used successfully in real life applications. Future work will focus on predicting solar radiation in other locations of this Mediterranean island.
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